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Abstract Conservation organizations rely on conserva-

tion easements for diverse purposes, including protection of

species and natural communities, working forests, and open

space. This research investigated how perpetual conserva-

tion easements incorporated property rights, responsibili-

ties, and options for change over time in land management.

We compared 34 conservation easements held by one fed-

eral, three state, and four nonprofit organizations in Wis-

consin. They incorporated six mechanisms for ongoing land

management decision-making: management plans (74 %),

modifications to permitted landowner uses with discre-

tionary consent (65 %), amendment clauses (53 %), ease-

ment holder rights to conduct land management (50 %),

reference to laws or policies as compliance terms (47 %),

and conditional use permits (12 %). Easements with pur-

poses to protect species and natural communities had more

ecological monitoring rights, organizational control over

land management, and mechanisms for change than ease-

ments with general open space purposes. Forestry purposes

were associated with mechanisms for change but not nec-

essarily with ecological monitoring rights or organizational

control over land management. The Natural Resources

Conservation Service-Wetland Reserve Program had a

particularly consistent approach with high control over land

use and some discretion to modify uses through permits.

Conservation staff perceived a need to respond to changing

social and ecological conditions but were divided on whe-

ther climate change was likely to negatively impact their

conservation easements. Many conservation easements

involved significant constraints on easement holders’

options for altering land management to achieve conser-

vation purposes over time. This study suggests the need for

greater attention to easement drafting, monitoring, and

ongoing decision processes to ensure the public benefits of

land conservation in changing landscapes.

Keywords Ecosystem management � Environmental

policy � Land trusts � Private land conservation � Working

forests � Conservation easements

Introduction

Conservation organizations create conservation easements

to protect scenic open space, productive forests and range-

lands, and plant and wildlife habitat on private lands. Unlike

other land use controls like zoning and tax incentives, con-

servation easements are generally intended to protect land

forever (Gustanski and Squires 2000; McLaughlin 2004).

However, the perpetual nature of conservation easements

raises challenges for land management, which may require

ongoing decision-making in changing landscapes to achieve

conservation goals (Merenlender and others 2004; Rissman

2010). This study examines how conservation easements

held by government agencies and nonprofit land trusts

incorporate different options for changing land management

and whether organizational staff perceive the need for

change on conservation easement properties.

A conservation easement is a voluntary, typically per-

manent legal agreement between a landowner and a land
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trust or government agency easement holder. Conservation

easements can be created to achieve diverse purposes within

the bounds of state statutes and the Internal Revenue Code

for tax deductions. According to the Land Trust Alliance

(LTA), 3.57 million ha of land has been placed under

conservation easements by 1,699 state and local land trusts,

up from 937,000 ha in 2000 (LTA 2010). An additional

1.70 million ha of conservation easements were held by 14

national land trusts as of 2010. Land trust protection pri-

orities include important natural areas and wildlife habitat

(93 % of land trusts), water resources and wetlands (87 %),

open space (77 %), working farms or ranchlands (61 %),

and working forest lands (54 %) (LTA 2010). Considerable

public funding supports conservation easements, including

federal Farm Bill programs, voter-approved bond initia-

tives, and tax revenue. Yet, little research has been done to

compare how diverse land trusts and federal and state

government agencies draft and monitor conservation ease-

ments (Merenlender and others 2004).

Conservation easement terms usually include a state-

ment of purposes, rights and obligations of each party, and

restrictions on land use to achieve conservation purposes.

Private landowners continue to own the property and may

retain land use rights such as residential use, timber har-

vesting, farming, or scenic enjoyment. Conservation ease-

ments are often individually negotiated and therefore have

a ‘‘limitless’’ diversity of permitted and restricted uses

tailored to specific landowners and properties (Gustanski

and Squires 2000). Once established, those terms are

designed to remain fixed over time even when the property

changes hands. The permanence of conservation easements

has appealed to organizations concerned that zoning and

other policies to prevent development can be easily over-

turned (Owley 2010; Serkin 2010). Moreover, federal law

requires donated conservation easements to be perpetual to

qualify for income tax reductions [IRC § 170(h)(2)(C) and

(5)(A)].

Conservation easements embody a tension between

conservation as fixed, permanent protection and conserva-

tion as an iterative process to accommodate change over

time (Greene 2004). Conservation easements that aim to

protect sensitive ecological features, or balance economic

working land uses with conservation purposes, may be

particularly vulnerable to changing landscape conditions

and may require processes for changing land management

restrictions (Merenlender and others 2004). Some scholars

are concerned that perpetual conservation easements may

constrain the adaptations needed to manage and conserve

dynamic ecosystems (Richardson 2010; Owley 2011). In this

study, adaptation is defined broadly as ‘‘change in a system

in response to some force or perturbation’’ including

response to actual or anticipated change in environmental or

social conditions (Smithers and Smit 1997). For instance,

climate change may impact species, natural communities,

disturbance regimes, economic productivity, and ecosystem

processes with important ramifications for conservation

strategies (Hannah and others 2002; Hughes 2000; Parry and

others 2007). Changing social and economic conditions

could affect whether conservation easements achieve their

goals (Mahoney 2002; McLaughlin 2005; Korngold 2007).

Socioeconomic and ecological changes may require con-

servation organizations to rethink their conservation ease-

ment terms, protected area locations, conservation tools, or

conservation goals more broadly.

Organizations holding easements primarily influence

land management through monitoring and enforcing con-

servation easement restrictions. Monitoring to inform

future decisions is critical for ecosystem management but

often under-funded (Lee and Lawrence 1986). Compliance

monitoring is designed to detect violations of conservation

easement terms. Ecological monitoring involves docu-

menting characteristics and changes in natural resources,

such as plant diversity, fire frequency, or spread of invasive

species (Rissman and others 2007b). The United States

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) expects land trusts to

monitor donated properties for compliance at least once per

year, but organizations may not have the legal right or the

capacity to monitor ecological conditions beyond conser-

vation easement compliance (Cheever 1996; Parker 2004).

When monitoring reveals the need for changed manage-

ment, conservation easements require mechanisms for

altering land management terms.

Several mechanisms in conservation easements are

available for changing land management decisions over

time. Amendment of the conservation easement itself is

widely debated within the conservation community, since it

allows for change but raises concerns about private gain,

donative value, and organizational discretion (Jay 2012).

Organizations sometimes rely on administrative discretion

to provide consent to modify permitted uses without

amendments, which raises similar concerns about perma-

nence and accountability. A management plan can be revised

periodically without altering conservation easement terms.

Easement restrictions that reference external laws, policies,

or certification standards can be updated by legislatures,

agencies, or certification bodies but these decisions are not

controlled by the easement holder (Greene 2004). The need

to change a conservation easement in the future is tied to

what terms are initially included in it.

We investigated how perpetual conservation easements

address land management to achieve diverse purposes over

time. We are particularly interested in how land use rights

and responsibilities, mechanisms for changing management,

compliance and ecological monitoring, and perceptions of

the need for future changes differ among organizations uti-

lizing conservation easements for diverse purposes.
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1. Land use rights and responsibilities. How have gov-

ernment agencies and land trusts structured land use

rights and responsibilities in conservation easements?

We expect all conservation easements to limit devel-

opment and other incompatible land uses (Rissman and

others 2007a), but to differ in timber harvesting and

other land management rights based on the purpose of

the easement. Given the importance of active man-

agement for species and habitat conservation, we

expect conservation easements with purposes of pro-

tecting specific species and natural communities to

give more land management control to the easement

holder than those with broad open space conservation

purposes or purposes focused on maintaining working

landscapes.

2. Mechanisms for changing land management. How do

conservation easements incorporate options for chang-

ing land management, and do easement holders change

land management in practice? We expect conservation

easements with purposes that are more sensitive to

landscape change, like protection of species and

natural communities and maintaining working land-

scapes, to include more specific mechanisms for

changing land management than general open space

easements. Given the focus on permanence, we expect

to find few examples of change in practice and few

comprehensive approaches to adaptive decision-mak-

ing and planning processes. However, we expect high-

capacity easement holders to respond to extreme

events or extensive landscape changes.

3. Compliance and ecological monitoring. What rights do

conservation easement holders have to conduct compli-

ance and ecological monitoring, and how do they

monitor conservation easements in practice? We expect

conservation easements with purposes of protecting of

species and natural communities to provide the ease-

ment holder with greater ecological monitoring rights,

and to be monitored more frequently, compared to those

with general open space purposes. We also expect that

organizations with greater capacity will monitor their

conservation easements more frequently.

4. Perceptions of the need for future changes. Do

conservation easement holders perceive adaptation,

including climate change adaptation, as necessary for

permanent protection of conservation purposes? We

expect active management and climate change adap-

tation to be perceived as more important by employees

of organizations with ecological protection missions

and easement purposes than by employees of organi-

zations with general open space preservation purposes.

We investigated these questions in a comparative anal-

ysis of federal and state government and land trust

conservation easement holders in Wisconsin, a state with a

long history of land protection through conservation

easements.

Methods

Study Design

We examined conservation easements created for diverse

conservation purposes by eight organizations. To include a

wide range of conservation organizations and easements,

we selected three major easement holders, including at

least one state or federal government agency and one land

trust, in each of three regions in Wisconsin (southwest,

northern, and eastern). The regions were selected to rep-

resent a diversity of ecological landscapes, land uses, and

landownership patterns. Spatial data provided by the US

Protected Areas Dataset, Wisconsin Department of Natural

Resources (DNR), and The Nature Conservancy (TNC),

along with lists of local land trusts provided by Gathering

Waters Conservancy, aided in the selection of major

easement holders in each region. TNC was a prominent

easement holder in two of the regions, making the total

number of organizations eight rather than nine. The eight

selected organizations and their easement programs inclu-

ded the federal Natural Resources Conservation Services-

Wetland Reserve Program (NRCS-WRP); DNR divisions

or bureaus of Endangered Resources, Fisheries, and For-

estry; TNC; and three local land trusts (Table 1). We did

not include municipal and county governments in the

study. NRCS and DNR agencies were relatively high

capacity organizations with hundreds of employees and

annual budgets in the millions of dollars. TNC’s Wisconsin

chapter is a relatively high capacity land trust, with over 30

employees, while the three local land trusts each had

between one and eight employees.

We selected four conservation easements from each

organization: the oldest and newest easements, a middle

easement from the median year between the oldest and

newest easements, and the largest easement (by area) from

the region. We selected these conservation easements to

maximize the variation in easement terms within each

organization. If the largest easement was also the oldest,

middle, or the newest easement, then the second largest

easement was selected. Two organizations held less than

four easements in the region, resulting in a total sample

size of 34 easements.

Public documents provided information on organization

mission, capacity (number of employees, annual budget,

assets) and number and size of conservation easements, and

fee simple properties. For land trusts, data sources included

official websites, annual reports, IRS tax form 990 obtained
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through GuideStar, conservation plans, and newsletters. For

government agencies, data sources included official websites,

reports, state and federal enabling legislation, and conserva-

tion plans. Organization employees provided information

unavailable online, such as strategic plans. Information from

documents and employee interviews was coded into analyz-

able formats with Qualtrics online surveys (Qualtrics Labs

Inc., Provo, UT).

Categorizing Conservation Easements

Each conservation easement document was categorized

according to its purposes, land use rights and responsibil-

ities, monitoring rights, and mechanisms for altering land

management terms. Easement purposes generally reflected

organization missions. We separated the conservation

easements into five main purposes: open space (OS);

species or natural communities (SNC); a combination of

species or natural communities and open space (SNC&OS);

commercial forestry and open space (FOR&OS); and

commercial forestry, species and natural communities, and

open space (FOR&SNC&OS).

OS: Open Space (n = 4)

The easements in this category had purposes of preserving

OS and did not mention commercial forestry or species and

natural communities. These easements aimed to prevent

development and protect the general natural or scenic

values of a property. Three easements in this category held

by local land trusts referenced relatively natural habitat, a

purpose that qualifies for a federal tax reduction. One older,

scenic DNR-Forestry easement fits in this category; it was

only held by DNR-Forestry because it was located within a

state forest boundary.

Table 1 Case study organizations and conservation easements

Conservation

easement holder

Holder type Organization or program mission Number of conservation easements by

purpose

OS SNC SNC

&OS

FOR

&OS

FOR&SNC

&OS

USDA, NRCS-

WRP

Gov’t., Federal To achieve the greatest wetland functions and values, along

with optimum wildlife habitat, on every acre enrolled in

the program

4

DNR-

Endangered

Resources

Gov’t., State To identify, protect and manage native plants, animals and

natural communities from the very common to critically

endangered. We work with others to promote knowledge,

appreciation and stewardship of Wisconsin’s native

species and ecosystems

4

DNR-Fisheries Gov’t., State To enhance and restore outstanding fisheries in Wisconsin’s

waters

2 2

DNR-Forestry Gov’t., State To work in partnership to protect and sustainably manage

Wisconsin’s forest ecosystems to supply a wide range of

ecological, economic and social benefits for present and

future generations

1 2

TNC NGO, National To preserve the plants, animals and natural communities

that represent the diversity of life on Earth by protecting

the lands and waters they need to survive

6 2

Driftless Area

Land

Conservancy

NGO, Local To protect the rural landscape and quality of life in

southwest Wisconsin—this includes protection of farms,

forests, grasslands, wetlands, soils and the natural beauty

of the area

2 1

Door County

Land Trust

NGO, Local To protect the scenic beauty, rural character and ecological

integrity of lands in Door County

1 3

Northwoods

Land Trust

NGO, Local To promote conservation by private landowners of natural

shorelands, woodlands, wetlands and other natural

resources, as public benefits for present and future

generations

2 2

USDA United States Department of Agriculture, NRCS-WRP Natural Resources Conservation Service-Wetlands Reserve Program, DNR

Department of Natural Resources, TNC The Nature Conservancy, NGO nongovernmental organization, OS open space, SNC species or natural

communities, SNC&OS species or natural communities and open space, FOR&OS commercial forestry and open space, FOR&SNC&OS

commercial forestry and species or natural communities and open space
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SNC: Species and Natural Communities (n = 6)

These easements had purposes designed to protect specific

species or natural communities on the property with no

mention of OS preservation. All four DNR-Endangered

Resources easements were created to ‘‘preserve, manage

and protect’’ natural values such as habitat for fish

spawning, bird migration, and state or federally listed

threatened and endangered species. The DNR-Endangered

Resources easement stated that ‘‘natural processes of eco-

logical change have given rise to this landscape and to

these unique features. It is the intent of this dedication to

provide for and encompass the continued action of such

naturally occurring processes.’’ The remaining two ease-

ments in this category were from DNR-Fisheries and

focused on maintaining fisheries for the benefit of the

public.

SNC&OS: Species and Natural Communities and Open

Space (n = 18)

Half the easements contained purposes to protect both

specific species or natural communities and open space. Six

of the eight TNC easements had these purposes along with

six easements from local land trusts, all four easements

from NRCS-WRP, and two from DNR-Fisheries.

FOR&OS: Commercial Forestry and Open Space (n = 2)

This category represented easements with commercial

forestry or economically valuable timber production as a

purpose, as well as OS. The two large DNR-Forestry

easements in this category did not contain any purposes

related to species or natural communities.

FOR&SNC&OS: Commercial Forestry, Species

and Natural Communities, and Open Space (n = 4)

In contrast to the previous category, easements drafted by

TNC and Northwoods Land Trust with forestry purposes

and open space also had species and natural communities

purposes.

We identified six easement terms that could enable

changes in land management over time. These mechanisms

provide pathways for ongoing land management decision-

making. These six mechanisms included (1) requirement of

a land management plan, (2) reference to laws or policies

as compliance terms, (3) establishment of easement holder

rights to conduct land management on the property, (4)

modifications to permitted landowner uses with discre-

tionary consent or (5) a conditional use permit from the

easement holder, and (6) provision for amendment. The

total number of mechanisms present in each easement was

summed, for a total of six possible mechanisms for change.

Some mechanisms for change may be more useful or

powerful than others for steering decision-making. Because

of the limited sample size, we compared mechanisms for

change by conservation easement purposes and types of

organizations, but do not make claims about statistically

significant differences.

Interviews

From each organization, we interviewed the staff person

most knowledgeable about easement monitoring and

management, such as a stewardship coordinator (n = 9;

TNC was examined in two of the three study regions, so a

staff member was interviewed from two regional offices).

In addition, ten context interviews were conducted with

staff of environmental land trusts, state and federal agen-

cies, and funders to understand the context for conservation

easements in the state. Interviews were semistructured and

ranged from 27 to 90 min. All interviews were audio

recorded and conducted in person or over the phone.

Responses were coded for reference to organizational

mission and easement purposes, monitoring, changes in

land management, and climate change adaptation.

Results

Land Use Rights and Responsibilities

Conservation easements were designed to prevent land uses

considered incompatible with their purposes. As expected,

conservation easements prevented waste dumping (34 of

34) and landscape and surface alteration (33 of 34). Irre-

spective of purpose, many but not all conservation ease-

ments prohibited new buildings (25 of 34) and subdivision

of the property (19 of 34). Most interviewees stressed the

role of easements as a means to prevent development.

However, prevention of development is not recognized as a

conservation easement purpose by IRS tax regulations or

Wisconsin state statutes, which likely explains why it did

not appear as an explicit easement purpose.

Easements differed in the restrictiveness of timber har-

vesting and other land management terms. NRCS-WRP

and DNR-Endangered Resources easements, which had

purposes of protecting individual species or natural com-

munities, generally did not permit working land uses such

as commercial forestry or grazing, and had the strictest

restrictions on vegetation removal. Timber harvesting was

permitted on all six easements with commercial forestry

purposes (held by DNR-Forestry, TNC, and Northwoods

Land Trust), as well as 16 of the easements with SNC and/

or OS purposes. DNR-Forestry easements with commercial
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forestry purposes were designed to ensure that timber

harvesting would not be curtailed by the easement. For

example, one stated that ‘‘commercial timber harvesting as

generally conducted on the property by (the landowner) is

consistent with the purposes of this easement.’’ A local

land trust staffer explained that the organization was

moving away from prescriptive forest management terms.

One of their older easements ‘‘had some pretty strict for-

estry management and we didn’t want to follow that

because we wanted our landowners to have the flexibility

to manage their forests.’’ Organizations negotiated con-

servation easements while keeping in mind the balance of

control shared with the landowner.

In most easements, basic ‘‘operation upkeep and main-

tenance’’ of properties was described as the landowner’s

responsibility. Affirmative obligations on landowners,

which are requirements rather than restrictions on action,

were mentioned in ten easements. NRCS and TNC ease-

ments required active management from landowners in

controlling pests and conducting sustainable timber har-

vests. DNR-Fisheries’ newest easement affirmatively

required landowners to manage prairies to keep them clear

of invasive brush or trees.

Mechanisms for Changing Land Management

Consistent with our expectations, easements with a forestry

purpose (FOR&OS and FOR&SNC&OS) included the

most mechanisms for change, followed by SNC and

SNC&OS easements (Table 2). In some cases like DNR-

Forestry easements, the landowner had significant control

over land management, with many mechanisms for change

through mutual agreement. In other instances, like NRCS-

WRP easements, the easement holder had nearly all control

over land management, with options for altering land use in

their sole discretion. NRCS-WRP and TNC easements had

the most mechanisms for change, while DNR and local

land trust easements had the fewest.

Management Plans

Management plans provide a negotiated agreement

between parties and were mentioned in 25 of 34 conser-

vation easements with the majority requiring a forest,

wetland or shoreline management plan. Nearly all ease-

ments that permitted timber harvest required a timber

management plan. However, the two large DNR-Forestry

FOR&OS easements did not require a management plan

since the landowners were enrolled in the Managed Forest

Law (MFL) or Forest Crop Law (FCL) tax program. These

tax programs do not require industrial landowners to sub-

mit written management plans [NR 46.18(4)], nor do they

require DNR approval of detailed stand management plans.

Across all easements, forestry management guidelines

ranged from allowing landowners to opt into federal pro-

grams for managed forests to specific landowner obliga-

tions, such as improving biological and natural diversity of

a designated Forest Zone. Most easements that required

land management plans stipulated that they should be

revised every 1–5 years. Exceptions to this were the

NRCS-WRP easements that required wetland restoration

plans, but did not require regular updates.

Reference to Outside Law or Policy as Compliance Terms

Some easements referenced laws or policies that could be

updated over time through the policy making process. Six

easements required that the property’s management plan

meet the requirements of the DNR MFL or FCL forest tax

programs. Two of these easements also required enrollment

in the MFL or FCL if forestry practices were conducted on

the property. Additionally, three TNC easements required

adherence to Wisconsin’s Forest Management Guidelines

and Best Management Practices for Water Quality, and one

had an additional requirement of Forest Stewardship

Council (FSC) certification.

Easement Holders’ Active Management Rights

Easement holders had the right to manage all or portions of

the property in 20 of 34 easements. The majority of NRCS

and DNR easements had these terms, compared with half

of TNC easements and none of the local land trust ease-

ments. All easements that allowed ecological monitoring

also granted certain land management rights to the ease-

ment holder. Examples of land management rights included

permission to improve stream banks and fish habitat;

restore, protect, enhance, or maintain wetlands; manage

rare plants, animals, and natural communities; control

invasive species; and maintain existing trails on the

property.

Modification of Management Terms through Discretionary

Consent

Some conservation easements anticipated the need to

accommodate changes through discretionary consent. For

example, one DNR-Endangered Resources easement stated

that the landowner ‘‘shall neither introduce nor remove,

destroy, damage, collect, chemically treat, burn, mow, cut,

or trim trees, shrubs, or plants, including plant parts and

seeds, on the premises without the prior written authori-

zation of the Grantee (DNR) or as stipulated in the land

management plan.’’
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Modification of Management Terms through Compatible

Use Authorizations or Permits

NRCS-WRP easements provided the highest level of

easement holder control over land management in wet-

lands. NRCS staff stated,

When we acquire a WRP easement, the federal

government is basically almost acquiring all the

bundle of rights… At any time in the future, whether

it’s climate change or natural disaster, if a weather

related event or climate change happens we have the

right and authority to go into the easement and restore

the property back to its native condition or back to

another condition that’s conducive for wildlife

habitat.

The NRCS-WRP had a unique approach by restricting

all private landowner use rights, and then granting condi-

tional use permits to the landowner at the discretion of the

NRCS, within the guidelines of NRCS policy.

Provision for Amendment

Half the easements permitted amendment, cutting across

easement purposes and organizational types. However, all

easements held by DNR-Endangered Resources contained

specific language prohibiting amendment of the easement

terms. Termination of conservation easements was not

included as a mechanism for changing land management

decisions, since it does not provide an option for altering

land management on a property. Easement termination

could be used for non-conservation purposes, or to shift

conservation investments from one property to another.

Termination was mentioned in 22 of 34 easements, with

many requiring a court process for termination.

Compliance and Ecological Monitoring

All conservation easements had specific provisions grant-

ing compliance monitoring rights to the holder, with the

exception of 1960s to 1980s DNR-Fisheries easements

where monitoring rights were implied but not stated. In

contrast, ecological monitoring rights varied with easement

purpose as well as organizational type and mission. Only

14 of 34 easements granted rights for ecological monitor-

ing to the easement holder. Consistent with our expecta-

tions, the majority of SNC easements allowed ecological

monitoring by the easement holder, while no OS or FOR

easements, and no local land trust easements, specifically

provided the easement holder with ecological monitoring

rights. In some cases, these rights were defined broadly

allowing for ‘‘the right of ingress and egress from and to

the premises…to conduct scientific research.’’ In otherT
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cases, ecological monitoring terms specified what could be

monitored and when. In addition to these stated rights,

three DNR-Fisheries easements implied the right of eco-

logical monitoring through a broad right of access to the

property for fish management.

The frequency of monitoring in practice also varied across

organizations, with five of eight respondents indicating that

their organization monitored their easements at least annually

(DNR-Forestry, NRCS, TNC, and two local land trusts); two

indicating that they monitored every 2–5 years (DNR-

Endangered Resources and one local land trust); and one

reporting no formal plan for compliance monitoring (DNR-

Fisheries). DNR-Fisheries relied primarily on complaint-

based monitoring by fishermen, facilitated by widespread

circulation of a citizen-produced map of the thousands of

fishing access easements. DNR-Fisheries also suggested that

although they had no formal monitoring schedule, staff were

often on the properties for habitat management. A majority of

the respondents (6 of 9) had a stewardship or endowment fund

for monitoring and enforcement. However, DNR-Fisheries,

DNR-Endangered Resources, and NRCS reported no moni-

toring and enforcement fund. Easement holders indicated

diverse monitoring approaches, including site visits (8 of 8

organizations), GIS or remote sensing (4), environmental

indicators (4), and photo-point monitoring (3).

Organizational Perspectives on Change

Changing conservation easement terms involved a tension

between change driven by enhancing conservation purposes

and change driven by landowner preferences. One local land

trust staffer expressed reservation about changing ease-

ments, saying, ‘‘you don’t want to create a precedent for

continually changing and tweaking your easements. It may

give the impression to the landowners that ‘if you want a

change just let us know, we’ll change this thing’ when it is

meant to be permanent.’’ However, other interviewees felt

easements would need to be altered for new conditions.

Government agency and land trust staff had varied

perceptions of the importance of active management con-

ducted by the easement holder, with staff from five of eight

organizations indicating that active management was

important for meeting their goals on the easement proper-

ties. Staff from the four government agencies believed that

management was critical for maintaining fisheries and

wildlife habitat, removing invasive species, and managing

timber. Certain management activities were considered

priorities, including invasive species removal by DNR-

Endangered Resources and fisheries improvements by

DNR-Fisheries. NRCS staff engaged in wetland habitat

protection and coordination to enable active landowner

management. DNR-Forestry’s active management focused

on stabilizing public recreational trails through vegetation

removal or planting. Two interviewees felt that active land

management was an important opportunity for promoting

effective landowner involvement in the conservation

easement.

Contrary to our expectations, TNC respondents indi-

cated challenges related to active land management on

easement properties despite the organization’s relatively

high capacity and expertise in land management. One staff

member from TNC indicated that they encourage private

landowners to carry out land management activities to

maintain and enhance conservation values. Another TNC

respondent suggested that the easement purposes of con-

serving natural area qualities and maintaining connectivity

did not necessitate active management. Additionally, TNC

staff suggested that even if they wanted to pursue man-

agement, they lack the capacity to manage conservation

easement properties and are not always able use grant

funding for this purpose. Most local land trust staff also did

not prioritize active management on easements and limited

‘‘taking a real active role in managing the properties except

our own.’’ One local land trust staffer stated:

We don’t want to get involved in a lot of land man-

agement restrictions. The reason being is that if you

write in any restrictions you are basically saying you

will go to the mat to enforce those restrictions too,

and trying to dictate to the landowner how that will

be enforced or managed. It becomes a very large

responsibility to monitor and enforce those actions.

We feel conservation easements may not be the right

tool to do a lot of direct land management with so we

have tended to generalize our easement restrictions.

Respondents indicated a range of actions their organi-

zations have taken in response to changing environmental

conditions. In two instances organizations used, or planned

to use, discretionary consent to modify land management

restrictions. In response to growing problems with invasive

species, TNC exercised discretionary consent to allow

landowners to use herbicides to control invasive species

even though it was previously prohibited by the easement.

Similarly, DNR-Forestry foresaw giving discretionary

consent to allow timber salvage in the wake of a maple

scale outbreak that occurred on one of the working forest

properties. Active land management by the easement

holder can also be impacted by changing ecological con-

ditions. One respondent indicated that stream bank man-

agement, which is vulnerable to extreme rain events, was

being implemented less frequently.

Perceptions of Future Adaptation

Most respondents (7 of 9) thought their easements provided

sufficient flexibility to adapt to changing environmental
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and climatic conditions. However, staff interpreted adap-

tation differently. Some suggested that the easements were

adaptable because the conservation easement could persist

in preventing development even if certain species or nat-

ural communities did not survive there. Others thought

management options were flexible enough to reduce harm

to specific conservation purposes because of specific rights

and restrictions in the easement, the ability to alter man-

agement plans and amend the easement itself, or the gen-

erality of the easement purpose. One land trust and one

DNR staffer thought their conservation easements might

face impacts from environmental change like climate and

invasives but they did not have a clear approach to adap-

tation or reducing these impacts.

All respondents agreed that climate change was a likely

influence in their region. Most staff regarded climate

change as likely or somewhat likely to negatively impact

the conservation goals of their organization’s easements

(Fig. 1). Their reasons included changes in rainfall,

hydrology, stochastic events (i.e., flood and drought), and

changing species distributions. In contrast, one interviewee

suggested that projected increases in rainfall might actually

benefit trout by providing more groundwater and base flow

for streams. However, climate change ranked lowest

among changes perceived to be affecting organizations’

conservation easements. The main perceived threats were

from changes in surrounding land use and pressure from

increased development.

Respondents had varied perspectives on long-range

planning in the context of climate change uncertainties.

One respondent indicated that TNC was developing mon-

itoring plans to track changes in species’ occurrences and

community composition. Another respondent from TNC

indicated that climate change was now considered a filter

or major consideration for all easement purchases, stating,

‘‘With the big working forest easements we’re not really

trying to capture a certain condition…We’re not that

concerned that we lose northern hardwood hemlock. We’re

more concerned that we still have an intact landscape for

species to be able to move from place to place no matter

what happens with climate.’’ One DNR respondent indi-

cated that, although the organization had not yet made

changes, future changes were possible as the research

community obtained sufficient knowledge to make rec-

ommendations. Two government and two local land trust

respondents indicated that their organizations had not

developed a plan or taken any action regarding climate

change. As one agency staffer said, ‘‘Just like most other

entities, we’re grasping to figure out what impacts in the

short term climate change is going to have. But right now

we haven’t fully grasped how we’re going to address

climate change relative to easements.’’

Discussion

We found diverse approaches to land management and

mechanisms for change among conservation organizations.

Conservation easements are designed to protect land in

perpetuity, but ongoing decision-making is necessary for

land management. This analysis of government and land

trust easements reveals that many conservation organiza-

tions have recognized the need for regular monitoring and a

process for decision-making, even if few have a robust

decision-making process in place.

Easements that protect specific species and natural com-

munities included greater easement holder control over land

management, more easement holder active management and

ecological monitoring rights, and more mechanisms for

changing management over time, compared to easements

with general open space protection purposes. Simply men-

tioning relatively natural habitat as a purpose was less

indicative of easement intent than whether the easement

listed specific species or natural communities for protection.

Easements with forestry purposes contained varied provi-

sions to support commercial forestry activities, preserve

open space, and provide for public access. Forestry purposes

were associated with mechanisms for change but not nec-

essarily with easement holder active management or eco-

logical monitoring rights. The inclusion of mechanisms for

change such as management plans for forestry is likely

influenced by landowner negotiation for flexibility to remain

economically viable under uncertain future conditions.

Working forest easements also relied on existing institutions

such as forest certification through FSC and management

plans through DNR forest tax programs.

The federal NRCS-WRP, three state DNR programs, and

four land trusts examined here suggest how differences in

organizational mission, expertise, and capacity shape con-

servation easements. The NRCS-WRP had the greatest land

use restrictions on protected wetlands, and also had the

highest amount of administrative discretion to alter land use

Fig. 1 Number of respondents indicating the likelihood that climate

change will negatively impact their organization’s conservation

easements
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through conditional use permits. Their specific wetland

protection goal led to this combination of high control and

high discretion. DNR-Forestry held large working forest

easements that did not mention species and natural com-

munity purposes, and allowed enrollment in the state tax

program in lieu of a management plan. In practice, DNR-

Forestry staff work with landowners in responses to

extraordinary events such as tornadoes and invasive insect

outbreaks. DNR-Fisheries and Endangered Resources had

smaller easements that also recognized the importance of

active management. In contrast, fewer land trust staff iden-

tified ecological monitoring and active management as

important. This was connected to local land trusts’ broad

purposes, limited land management expertise, lack of land-

owner support for active management, and lack of capacity

or willingness to enforce specific restrictions.

Monitoring is critical for determining whether manage-

ment changes are needed, but rights to conduct ecological

monitoring were lacking in the majority of easements stud-

ied. Ecological monitoring rights may be particularly crucial

for managing ecosystems in changed climate or land use

conditions. While we expected that organizations with

greater capacity would conduct more frequent compliance

monitoring, we found that two relatively low capacity land

trusts monitored for compliance every year, whereas one

state agency rarely monitored.

An ongoingdecision-making process may also be important

in the context of changing social and ecological conditions

(Tompkins and Adger 2004; Knoot and others 2010). Inter-

viewees provided several examples of the need to response to

changes such as insect outbreaks or invasive species. This

relates to a broader trend in environmental conservation away

from a ‘fix it and forget it’ mindset in which acquisition of

property rights was considered sufficient for conservation.

Instead, ongoing land management may be necessary to

achieve conservation objectives (Farrier 1995; West and others

2009). Conservation easements have appealed to public

agencies and land trusts already overstretched with land

management responsibilities. However, conservation ease-

ments provide less control over the property to organizations

than fee simple ownership. This tradeoff involves an assess-

ment of risk and the compatibility of potential future land-

owner goals with easementpurposes. Landowner priorities and

relationships will play an important role in negotiations over

changing land management.

Many forestry, fisheries, soil, and wildlife conservation

agencies have a long tradition of active management for

conservation and sustainable resource management (Olsson

and others 2004; Chiras and Reganold 2009). Management

for biodiversity and endangered species can also include a

role for active management (Lindenmayer and others

2006). In contrast, local land trusts emerged from a place-

based, grassroots interest in conservation without a strong

role for science or active management (Fairfax and others

2005). These epistemic and disciplinary differences are

evidenced in organizational missions, easement purposes,

and easement terms. Institutional differences are likely to

be amplified by the complex, dynamic, and unpredictable

nature of ecosystem change (Moore and others 2009).

Our analysis reveals a concern that conservation ease-

ments may create structures that do not encourage, and may

constrain, adaptive management. Adaptive management is

widely promoted as an approach to environmental man-

agement (Haney and Power 1996). ‘‘Adaptive management

is a formal, systematic, and rigorous program of learning

from the outcomes of management actions, accommodating

change and improving management’’ (Holling 1978) that

entails ‘‘the integration of design, management, and moni-

toring to systematically test assumptions in order to adapt

and learn’’ (Salafsky and others 2001). However, the

mechanisms for change in conservation easements pose

barriers to integrating new information into land manage-

ment decisions. Monitoring is critical for adaptive man-

agement but only 38 % of easements even permitted

ecological monitoring and fewer actually had ecological

monitoring. Goal conflict between landowners and conser-

vation easement holders, or among multiple easement pur-

poses, could also impede the adaptive management process

(Bruch 2009; McLain and Lee 1996). Desire for certainty is

fundamental to conservation easements and many other

policy tools, but creates legal and institutional barriers to

adaptive management (Stankey and others 2006).

The tension between flexibility and specificity deserves

even greater attention in the context of climate change

vulnerability and adaptation. All nine interviewees agreed

that climate change could affect their region. The majority

were optimistic that their easements were flexible enough

to adapt to change but differed in what they meant by

flexibility and adaptation. Some suggested that adaptation

meant changing the goals to align with future conditions.

For instance, they felt that easement purposes were not

vulnerable to climate change because they were written

broadly enough to protect some natural habitat even if

species and natural communities are quite different in the

future. Others anticipated resisting change through active

management to achieve current goals.

Easements must be sufficiently broad to remain appli-

cable and withstand court challenges based on ‘changed

conditions,’ although it is unclear if the doctrine of chan-

ged conditions can be used to terminate conservation

easements (McLaughlin 2006; Korngold 2007). However,

by generalizing the easements away from particular goals,

conservation organizations may not have the tools or

authority to protect species, natural communities, or

working land uses on private land. This is particularly

problematic because vulnerable species and habitats may
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need even greater attention in the face of change. A com-

bined strategy of general easement purposes with specific

conservation values or goals could provide a robust, per-

sistent purpose with enough specificity to ensure important

protections. Across the board, organizations suggested that

fragmentation, land use change, and change in political and

economic conditions were of more immediate concern than

climate change. Land managers face a disconnect between

the regional to global scale of climate change information

and the specific conditions, trajectories, and needs of par-

ticular properties.

Conclusions

A process for changing land management may be neces-

sary for ensuring effective conservation of working land-

scapes and species and natural communities. Conservation

easements are structured as partial property acquisitions

with upfront payments to landowners followed by moni-

toring and enforcement of land use restrictions. However,

environmental management requires ongoing land man-

agement decision-making. Conservation easements are

framed as perpetual, and minimal attention has been paid to

how they structure governance of land management.

Mechanisms for change include management plans, links

to dynamic policies, easement holder active management,

discretionary consent, permits, and amendment. Challenges

include organizational capacity for monitoring and

enforcement, constraints on integrating monitoring results

in future decisions, potential conflict over determining land

use compatibility with easement purposes, public

accountability for land management decisions, and priori-

tizing among multiple conservation purposes. The conser-

vation organization’s discretionary decision-making

process is critical for negotiating these boundaries with

private landowners. Conservation organizations perceive

climate change as a less severe threat than development

pressure or political change. They need information on site-

specific climate change impacts and interactions with other

drivers of change. These results point to the potential and

the limits of conservation easements for land management.

Greater attention to conservation easement drafting, mon-

itoring, and ongoing decision-making is needed to produce

conservation benefits in changing landscapes.
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